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All Saints CE Primary School and Nursery 

Medium Term Planning 
Class teacher:  Amanpreet Cheema   Year group:  1   Term: Summer 1 Subject: History 

  

Lesson Learning Goal (L.G.) Brief outline of lesson content 

(or where this can be found/unit found in, if for 

example it is a published scheme such as Science, 

Kapow French or Music, Purple Mash computing) 

Key Vocabulary covered 

1 

 

I can mind map what I know 

about pirates.  

Display items in the middle of a circle. Ask children what 

can they see? What do they think our new topic is? 

Pirates! 

Ask the children what do they know about pirates? 

 

Pirates, Blackbeard.  

2  I know what a pirate is. Explain that today we are going to learn about Pirates. What 

do they understand a pirate to be? Use PowerPoint to 

explain 

 who were pirates 

 who was in the crew 

 the pirate code 

 pirate clothing 

booty 

3  

 

I can write facts about 

pirates. 

Recap with the children what our new topic is – Pirates! 

Explain that today we are going to learn some facts about 

Pirates. Use ‘Lousy Legends’ PowerPoint. Children to read 

statement and decide if they think it is true or false. 

4 

 

I can write about a famous 

pirate.  
Explain that there are lots of famous pirates. Do the 

children know any names of real or fictional pirates? Maybe 

someone they have seen on TV or a character from a story 

or someone they have read about in a book. Show pictures of 

 



2 

 

pirates they may know. Explain that today we are going to 

learn about a really famous pirate called Blackbeard. Use 

Famous Pirates PowerPoint to teach children about 

Blackbeard. 

5 I can imagine what life was 

like on board a pirate ship. 
 Ask the children what they think it would be like to be a 

pirate? What kind of things do they think they would 

do/eat/drink on a pirate ship? 

Use Life on Board a pirate Ship PowerPoint to explain to the 

children, what pirates ate, what activities they did etc. 

Explain that children are going to pretend they are a pirate 

and plan a diary entry about their day on the ship. Plan a 

diary together to model how to do this. 
 


